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Dynamics

The forces or properties which stimulate growth, development or

change within a system or process.

For our discussion, we’re talking about the system of marriage and

family. Consequently, we will be discussing the forces or properties

that stimulate growth in our family, and by the same token, we want

to discuss those things that stifle growth in our marriage and family

so we can avoid those situations. So, family dynamics are all about

the functioning of a family in both good and bad situations. We

want to talk about ways of decision making, problem solving and

sharing feelings.



We all want our family
to flourish from an
acorn to a mighty oak
where we can see the
strength of its roots
during the trying
seasons and enjoy the
shade of its branches
during the balmy hot
sunny days …

In order for that to happen,
each member of the family
must know their respective
role and be willing to
perform their individual
role to the best of their
ability for the betterment
of the family. God first,
family next and self last.



Traditional Family Components



We are home …

Everyone feels Safe, Secure and
Respected



The Devastating D’s: - Desertion … Divorce … Death



Caring for aging parents is very common now days 
… be prepared.



God’s Order of Headship



Understanding our Respective Roles in our Relationship



The “Trickle Down” Effect …

➢ Know that your family sets dynamics for your children and future generations
➢ You are showing how husbands are to love their wives and wives are to honor their husbands
➢ You are demonstrating how men are to lead in following Christ
➢ You are setting the example in how parents are to handle difficult situations.




